TRANSLATION STUDIES
CONCENTRATION

TSX 330/ WLT 330 Capstone Seminar in Translation Studies (4 Credits)
Offered as WLT 330 and TSX 330. The capstone seminar brings together
a cohort of concentrators to discuss a final translation project that
each student undertakes with the guidance of their adviser in the
concentration and to situate the project within the framework of larger
questions that the work of translation elicits. The seminar readings focus
on renowned practitioners’ reflections on the challenges, beauties and
discoveries of translating. We compare how translations transform the
original novel and question the concept of original text as it interacts
with the culture and the language into which it is translated. Open to
students in the Concentration in Translation Studies and students in
World Literatures. Prerequisite: WLT 150. Enrollment limited to 12. Juniors
and seniors only. Instructor permission required. (L)
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